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1. Introduction 

The most severe electrical insulation environment in pool

cooled superconducting coils appears at quench of the super

conductor. The major electrical insulation degradations in them 

are due to particle contamination and partial discharges (PD's) 

within the solid insulator at cryogenic temperature. The kind 

of foreign particles intruding from the outside of the cryo

genic vessel after construction of the coil are carbon particles 

from the filter that settled at the liquid helium inlet and insula

tor particles that are produced from movement of the coil wire 

during coil excit~tion . 

From these points of view, the effect of thermal bubble at 

simulated quench condition of coil and of particles on 

prebreakdown phenomena in LNz were investigated experi

mentally [1-2]. Moreover, the relationship between the life 

time of the solid insulator and cool-down rate of coils was 

studied on the basis of the research on PD in artificial air

filled voids within the solid insulators [3]. 

2. Effects of metallic and carbon particulates on the break

down characteristics in LN2 [1] 

The experiments were conducted using copper powder by 

sieve opening of 175 !-lm and carbon powder of nominal di

ameter of 10~lm. The particles were placed in a gap space with 

FRP spacer between parallel plane electrodes of 2mm gap 

length. The results showed that the breakdown voltage under 

metallic particle contamination decreased gradually with the 

number of particles in the tested gap space and suddenly 

dropped down to zero at a critical number of particles which 

was around three times the ratio of gap length to particle di

ameter. In contrast, no sudden fall in the breakdown voltage 

was recognized with carbon particles even at larger number 

than the critical one for metallic particle. This suggests that 

the carbon particles leaking from the filter is not a fatal defect 

for the electrical insulation if they are not concentrated within 

a limited region. 

3. Thermal bubble behavior and bubble-triggered break

down in a simulated superconducting coil [2J 

The tested electrode system is composed of LNz (cooling 

channel) and FRP between high voltage outer cy Hnder and 

grounded inner coil electrodes. The thermal bubbles were pro

duced on the tubular coil electrode by heating a resistance 

mounted inside it. In this electrode system, stable partial break

down (PBD) defined as breakdown which appears only in cool

ing channel are recognized before complete breakdown (BD) 

between electrodes. The results can be summarized as follows. 

1) There are two types of breakdown mechanism: BD pre

ceded by a stable PBD (see Fig.1(a)) ; puncture BD (see 

Fig.1(b)) without stable PBD. 2) Breakdown voltage depends 

on the rising rate of applied voltage due to the degradation of 

the solid insulator attributed to the PBD, and is extremely re

duced and approached to the PBD onset voltage a! rising rate 

of 0.1 Vis. 3) The smooth exhaust of thermal bubbles from the 

insulation space or the suppression of bubble generation may 

be important to minimize the degradation of electrical insula

tion at quenching state of superconducting devices. 

4. Shorten of insulation life time by PD [3] 

Degradation process of void surface by PD was observed 

under different cooling conditions of solid insulator having an 

artificial void. According to the experiments, the higher cool

ing rate than 5K1min creates many crazy cracks on the void 

surface and PDs appeared almost always near the crack. The 

PD hits repeatedly the initial location of PD, forms a small 

hole in the solid insulator on the higher stressed electrode and 

eventually initiates a complete breakdown. Therefore, it is 

important that any solid insulator in superconducting devices 

is cooled slowly to avoid the fonnation of crazy cracks in it. 
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Fig.1 Light emitted from PBD (a) and punctured hole on 
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